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Note: The Validator XML support has some limitations.  

This page is not Valid XHTML 1.0 Transitional! 

Below are the results of checking this document for XML well-formedness and validity.  

1. Error  Line 40 column 41: required attribute "type" not specified.

            <script language="javascript" >  

�  

2. Error  Line 129 column 13: end tag for "br" omitted, but OMITTAG NO was specified.

         <br >  

�  

3. Info  Line 129 column 9: start tag was here.

         < br> 

4. Error  Line 130 column 60: end tag for "br" omitted, but OMITTAG NO was specified.

         <p align="left">&laquo;Mesdames, Messieurs,</p><br >  

�  

5. Info  Line 130 column 56: start tag was here.

         <p align="left">&laquo;Mesdames, Messieurs,</p> < br> 

6. Error  Line 133 column 413: end tag for "br" omitted, but OMITTAG NO was specified.

...uipe pour gouverner. &raquo; </p><br >  

�  

7. Info  Line 133 column 409: start tag was here.

...te;quipe pour gouverner. &raquo; </p> < br> 

8. Error  Line 134 column 45: end tag for "br" omitted, but OMITTAG NO was specified.

     <p><strong>Jean Charest</strong></p><br >
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The attribute given above is required for an element that you've used, but you have omitted it. For instance, in most HTML and XHTML document 
types the "type" attribute is required on the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required for the "img" element.  
Typical values for type are type="text/css" for <style> and type="text/javascript" for <script>.  

You may have neglected to close an element, or perhaps you meant to "self-close" an element, that is, ending it with "/>" instead of ">".  
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�  

9. Info  Line 134 column 41: start tag was here.

     <p><strong>Jean Charest</strong></p> < br> 

10. Error  Line 142 column 17: there is no attribute "src".

      <embed src= " swf/discours_jean_charest.swf" quality="high" pluginspage="htt 

�  

11. Error  Line 142 column 57: there is no attribute "quality".

...f/discours_jean_charest.swf" quality= " high" pluginspage="http://www.macromedi 

�  

12. Error  Line 142 column 76: there is no attribute "pluginspage".

...rest.swf" quality="high" pluginspage= " http://www.macromedia.com/go/getflashpl 

�  

13. Error  Line 142 column 127: there is no attribute "type".

...cromedia.com/go/getflashplayer" type= " application/x-shockwave-flash" width="3 

�  

14. Error  Line 142 column 165: there is no attribute "width".

...application/x-shockwave-flash" width= " 350" height="310"></embed> 

�  

15. Error  Line 142 column 178: there is no attribute "height".

...-shockwave-flash" width="350" height= " 310"></embed> 

�  

16. Error  Line 142 column 183: element "embed" undefined.

...kwave-flash" width="350" height="310" > </embed> 

�  

17. Error  Line 151 column 31: there is no attribute "height".

     <table width="524" height= " 200" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 

�  

18. Error  Line 153 column 74: there is no attribute "background".

... height="38" align="left" background= " images/center bottom top.gif"><div clas

You have used the attribute named above in your document, but the document type you are using does not support that attribute for this element. 
This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "Strict" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g. you must use the "Transitional" 
document type to get the "target" attribute), or by using vendor proprietary extensions such as "marginheight" (this is usually fixed by using CSS to 
achieve the desired effect instead).  
This error may also result if the element itself is not supported in the document type you are using, as an undefined element will have no supported 
attributes; in this case, see the element-undefined error message for further information.  
How to fix: check the spelling and case of the element and attribute, (Remember XHTML is all lower-case) and/or check that they are both allowed in 
the chosen document type, and/or use CSS instead of this attribute. If you received this error when using the <embed> element to incorporate flash 
media in a Web page, see the FAQ item on valid flash. 

You have used the element named above in your document, but the document type you are using does not define an element of that name. This 
error is often caused by:  

incorrect use of the "Strict" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g. you must use the "Frameset" document type to get the "<frameset>" 
element),  
by using vendor proprietary extensions such as "<spacer>" or "<marquee>" (this is usually fixed by using CSS to achieve the desired effect instead).  
by using upper-case tags in XHTML (in XHTML attributes and elements must be all lower-case.  
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�  

19. Error  Line 157 column 199: element "embed" undefined.

...kwave-flash" width="167" height="279" > </embed> 

�  

20. Error  Line 166 column 419: end tag for "br" omitted, but OMITTAG NO was specified.

...actualit&eacute;s de la campagne.<br >  

�  

21. Info  Line 166 column 415: start tag was here.

...les actualit&eacute;s de la campagne. < br> 

22. Error  Line 167 column 14: end tag for "br" omitted, but OMITTAG NO was specified.

          <br> T out au long des semaines &agrave; venir, vous pourrez visionner d 

�  

23. Info  Line 167 column 10: start tag was here.

          < br>Tout au long des semaines &agrave; venir, vous pourrez visionner d 

The W3C Validator Team
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